
Modern Models of Motion Quantum Worksheet

1. Imagine that at a certain time an electron has a well defined wavelength of 0.15 nm. We then
do an experiment to measure its location at determine that it is located at x = 4.3 nm with
a high degree of precision. What can we now say about the wavelength of the electron.

(a) It is still 0.15 nm

(b) It is now 4.3 nm

(c) It is not well defined.

(d) Other – specify

2. Consider the following graph of a wave function ψ(x) for some hypothetical particle. What is
the probability that it will be found at x > 0?

3. This questions relates to the one-dimensional particle in a box

(a) Draw the wave function ψ that describes the fourth quantum level of a one-dimensional
particle in a box.

(b) Draw the probability function that corresponds to this wave function.



(c) If the box has a length L, what would be the probability that a particle described by

this wave function would lie between x = L/4 and x = L/2.

4. Imagine that the proton and electron were not charged. They could still form atoms by
gravitational attraction between them. This question explores the size of energy of such
atoms.

(a) Use the Bohr quantization condition

mevr = h/2π

and Newton’s 2nd Law for circular motion due to a gravitational force, to find the radius
of the this atom. What is the radius of the ground state? Compare this to the Bohr
radius.

(b) Use the energy equation
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to find a formula for the quantized energy in this model. What would be the ionization
energy of such an atom?



5. A molecular bond can be modeled as an ideal spring which oscillates in simple harmonic
motion. The wave function ψ(x) for a molecule in simple harmonic motion is given by the
following Schrödinger equation
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where k is the spring constant for the molecular bond and m is the reduced mass of the
molecule.

(a) Interpret physically the meaning of each of the three terms in the Schrödinger equation.

(b) It is proposed that ψ = e−bx2
is a solution to this equation for some value of b. Verify by

direct substitution into the differential equation that this is a solution provided b =
mω
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and E = 1
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(c) E = 1
2
h̄ω is the ground state energy for the molecular vibrations. Find the effective

spring constant for the molecular bond if the reduced mass of the molecule is 1.67×10−27

kg and its ground state energy is 0.2 eV.


